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A.PHONETICS (1.5pts) 
I. Choose the word that is stressed differently from that of the other words. (0.5pt) 

1. A. ancestor B. curious C. heritage D. tradition 

2. A. celebration B. production C. competition D. anniversary 

II. Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined. (1pt) 

1. A. invent B. light C. technical D. benefit 

2. A. language B. landline C. transform D. communicate 

3. A. fields B. flowers C. lemons D. parks 

4. A. minority B. ethnic C. tradition D. religion 
B. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR (6pts) 
I. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. (2.5pts) 
 
1. I adore___________with my friends at the weekend. 

      A. to hang out  B. hang out  C. hanging out    D. to hanging out 

2. Lang Lieu couldn’t buy any special food___________he was very poor. 

      A. although  B. when  C. while   D. because 

3. A tent can be___________pulled down and transported than a ger. 

      A. easier  B. more easily C. most easily  D. easily 

4. I think some one__________talk to the boss. We can’t work extra hours on Saturday. 

      A. have to   B. should  C. don’t have to   D. shouldn’t 

5. We reached the house after__________for almost an hour. 

      A. cycled   B. to cycle   C. cycling   D. cycle 

6. The Chirstian Festival of Easten celebrates the return of Christ from the dead;_______,festival is 

actually named after the goddest of the Sun. 

      A. if   B.but   C. however     D. moreover 

7. We don’t have many carnivals in Viet Nam; ___________ ,we have many special traditional 
festivals. 

      A. moreover  B. while  C. nevertheless    D. although 

8. you study harder, you won’t be able to pass the examination. 

      A. Unless  B. Because   C. If    D. How 

9. It’s snowing now. Would you like to__________ on Sunday? 



      A. skiing  B. go to ski    C. go skiing     D. go ski 

10. Saint Giong was unable to talk, smile, or walk__________he was three years old. 

      A. if   B. because   C. while     D. even though 

II. Fill in the blank with the given words. (1.25pts) 

          up      puzzle      cause      untreated      states 

1. My teacher told me that there are fifty _____________ in the US. 

2. The government fines factories that releases _____________ water into the river. 

3. Billboards on the streets may _____________ visual pollution. 

4. Last Tuesday, we did a _____________ about English speaking countries. 

5. Have you come _____________ with any solutions to radioactive contamination? 

III. Give the correct form of the verbs in the blankets. (1.25pts) 

1. I will pay your money back if I ________________ (get) promoted. 

2. Anna ________________ (not watch) this TV series for a long time. 

3. He ________________ (pick) you up at the train station if he isn’t busy. 

4. Now, my brother _________________ (like) eating bananas. 

5. I usually________________ (go) to school by bike but today I (go) ________________ to 

school by motorbike. 

IV. Each of these following sentence has a mistake. Find and correct it. (1pt) 

1. After I had lunch , I hang out with my friend.     ________________________ 

2. What will you do at this time tomorrow?     ________________________ 

3. My sister always avoids to go shopping on snowy day.     ________________________ 

4. Our customer wants the report to send this afternoon. _______________________ 

Sorry. I don’t have enough time making a phone call now. _______________________ 

 
C. READING (1.25pts) 

Read the passage about Miguel. Decide if the statements are true (T) or false (F).  

Miguel moved to the United States from Brazil three years ago. He lives with his mother and his 

sister in a small house that they rent in Minneapolis. His father, Alfredo, stays behind in Brazil 

because he owns a small business. He'll rejoin the family sometime next year. 

Miguel's family had to wait almost ten years to immigrate to the United States. They applied for a 

visa when Miguel was two years old. They didn't realize it would take so long to obtain permission 

to enter the United States. They're happy about their new lives, but they get homesick from time to 

time, and they miss Alfredo. 

 

Miguel is gradually adjusting to his new life in Minneapolis. He still struggles a little with his 

English, but his new American friends are helping him learn about the language and the culture. 



He's in his second year in high school, which means he's a sophomore. He has two more years to go 

before he graduates. His grades are good and he's very active in sports. He plays American-style 

football in the fall and soccer in the spring. 

 

1. Miguel is in USA now with his mother and sister. T F 

2. Miguel’s dad is a businessman. T F 

3. Miguel’s family had their visa right after application. T F 

4. Miguel has no difficulty learning English. T F 

5. Miguel will graduate in a couple of years. T F 
 

  D. WRITING (1.25pts) 
I. Rearrange the words and phrases given to make meaningful sentences. (0. 5pt) 

1. I enjoy/ tennis/ my/ playing/ with/ friends/ weekend/ every. 

=>______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Vu Lan/ day/ on/ the/ lunar/ takes/ seventh/ month/ 15th / place/ of/ the. 

=>______________________________________________________________________ 

II. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the sentence before. (0.75pt) 

1. Tuan drives more carefully than his brother. 

=> Tuan’s brother drives ____________________________________________________ 

2. They usually visit museums when they have leisure time. 

=> They enjoy_____________________________________________________________ 

3.  If we don’t hurry up, we cannot catch the train. 

=> Unless ________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
                                                           ----------The end--------- 
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